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Tuesday, May 1 of 2012

APPARITION OF THE DIVINE MOTHER IN THE MONASTERY OF THE DIVINE TRINITY, SÃO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

The group gathered in the Monastery of the Divine Trinity, as requested by the Divine Mother.

Before starting the work of prayer, Mother María Shimani de Montserrat shared some reflections
with those present.

Mother María Shimani de Montserrat: Before starting the prayer that prepares the arrival of the
Divine Mother, we would like to share some reflections with everyone.

We have had the feeling that we have never understood well the reach of the words of the Divine
Mother; if we had understood, our attitude would be different. But this time we will make an effort
to put in our consciousness and in our heart the importance of the praying action in the face of
Divine Justice, for what this great city has generated up until this day.

The Divine Mother came to this place by a special permission from the Creator, and it is necessary
that we make an effort for Her coming to produce the fruits that She and we expect.

At this moment in which the planet is preparing itself to face important changes, all of our actions,
as missionaries of peace consciousnesses that we are, must be done with a great commitment. It is
necessary to reflect if we are placing our time and our dedication at the service of the Hierarchy or
if we will remain involved with our personal things. But if we have the right attitude, we will always
be able to, in balance, carry on with our lives. We truly need to reflect on the proposal that the
Hierarchy has made to the inhabitants of this city.

I would like to emphasize that this situation is not common and, from what we have heard from the
Divine Mother during these years, we can say that it has been a very surprising promise on the part
of Our Lady, and with all our respect and our love, I would say also, very daring: to offer us the
possibility that the Divine Justice may descend with harmony and lightness over this region.

It is the first time that the Divine Mother transmits so many instructions and revelations to
humanity. We need to value what is happening. If in this moment we are not totally conscious, when
a little more time goes by and some things have already happened, perhaps we will understand
what the apparitions of these times meant to humanity.

It is a call to our consciousnesses. We know that She is already in our hearts. Now we need to open
our consciousnesses and adhere to Her call with much more conviction and with the love of our
hearts. This will increase our faith and our determination to collaborate with the Hierarchy in this
Rescue Plan so that humanity may receive in a more balanced way and in peace that which it needs
to learn.

We feel that She wants to deepen the assistance to this city so that some situations, that would not
be good for anyone, may be deactivated.
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So, to collaborate more consciously with our Divine Mother, as part of humanity and as inhabitants
of this city, let us say "yes" so that the energy of Our Lady and of the Holy Spirit will come here and
continue with this assistance and with the deactivation of energies that would otherwise
compromise the normal development of this part of humanity.

After these reflections let us begin the attunement, putting our consciousness, our heart and our
love in each word, in each canticle.

Let us begin as She taught us, opening the door to the Holy Spirit so that It will accompany us in the
task of today.

When we sing Luminous Bird, let us know that we are invoking the Spirit of Light, the Spirit of Love,
the Spirit of Truth, the feminine aspect of the Trinity that we know as the Holy Spirit.

The group sang Luminous Bird and started to pray. After praying for about an hour the Divine
Mother approached.

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón and Mother María Shimani de Montserrat stood up. After a few
minutes Mother María Shimani de Montserrat transmitted that the Divine Mother had asked
everyone to leave the room because the apparition would take place in the garden.

When everyone arrived at the place, Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón started transmitting the
words of the Divine Mother.

Message for May 1, 2012

My dear children,

With immense joy you receive Me in this home. I also hope that in all the other homes you may
receive Me like this, glorifying the Name of God and bringing peace to Earth through prayer.

My dear children, today I invite you to be in My Peace because this vow must be renewed day by
day so that it may prevail and so that Peace itself, that is My Peace, may guide you during the
difficult times that the world will go through during its purification.

But do not be afraid today, dear children, keep your feelings in the center of My Heart. So, among
hearts, We will be united in the Purpose that God has for the world, thanks to the daily response that
your hearts give to My call.

I also thank you for your perseverance and for the constant prayer that is necessary for all My
children, those who lose themselves minute by minute, hour by hour, moment by moment, in each
part of the world. Therefore, if you unite your efforts within My Immaculate Heart, I will be able to
guide you and My steps will lead you towards God.

Today, also keep in your hearts the importance of silence so that you may hear the instruction of the
Lord, the call of My Son, announced through His Faithful Servant. My merciful eyes will lead you
towards more infinite paths, where there is no darkness, but only the Peace and the Love of My
Heart.

Today I also collect the prayers of all My children who are in other parts of the world, honoring the
Heart of God and persevering in faith in this hour of tests. For this reason, you must not fear, dear
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children, and know that My Immaculate Heart can take you through the paths that Christ walked to
reach the Father. This is the goal of your hearts through the consecration that each one of you can
live at this hour.

Let us pray, let us pray, My children, because it is necessary to be able to continue walking towards
God.

Lady of Graces,
Spirit of Peace,
spring up as a flame
in our hearts.
Amen.

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón transmitted the words of the Divine Mother:

Know, My dear children, that My Heart is here so that you will be able to renew your trust in God.
My mantle extends itself over the world while My Heart is present here, and enters into this
humanity. My children, drink from the Fountain of Love and Peace that My Heart brings to you so
that you may be able to erase any pain from your hearts.

Know that I also know each inner situation, therefore entrust your situations to My Heart so that I
may be able to hear, forgive and heal them before God. In this way you will be able to renew your
lives by means of the ministry of My Son, in the coming and in the return of His Love and in His
total Peace.

I also want to tell you that I am keeping something special for you, something about My coming to
this place until the end of this year. My Heart will be here on every 24th, and then, on every 25th
and 26th, It will be in Figueira.

Also know, dear children, that everyone must follow My steps, those that are being marked by My
feet for the approaching time in different parts of the world, as in Portugal, Argentina and
Nicaragua.

When I am no longer here, you will be able to be in Me and thus We will be united, sharing the
same heart and the same Purpose that God has for each one of your lives. You will discover with
prayer what My Heart will dictate each moment to you. Resolve life through prayer, this is the true
path that will guide you towards peace.

Listen to the voice of the Servant who wants to accompa- ny you in the steps that you are taking.
The commitment today is in the life of prayer; in this way you will be in Me and My Immaculate
Heart will be in you. Therefore, trust this promise.

I thank you for responding to My call and for your prayers done for all My children who need
Peace.

Keep the stars of My Crown so that they can serve you as Light on the path.

I thank you from My Maternal Heart.
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My Immaculate Heart for each one of you.

Thank you.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Amen.

- End of the Apparition -

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón: During the apparition silence prevailed, a silence that spoke
without Her really speaking. It was a silence that transmitted much peace, confidence and security
that She was here. She was also very joyful for each one of us and She invited us to persevere in
prayer, to not lower our arms and to continue forward.

The first request that the Divine Mother made was for this Nucleus: that this place be transformed
into a garden of roses in honor of Her Immaculate Heart. She said that any creature, any brother or
sister who comes here and sees the garden of roses, will be able to identify it with the Divine
Mother, and thus will already have been prepared to enter the House of Prayer. It is an inner task
with the Plant Kingdom that She is offering to us.

Today the Divine Mother also liberated some energies of the city, which were being removed as She
addressed Her words.

As Mother that She is, She knows the inner situation of each one of us. We remained as crystalline
as water before Her, where everything can be seen. As She spoke She would point out and say:

Look at that one who needs a bit more attention. Now I am going to direct My gaze towards that son
who needs Me the most.

She announced that the next apparition in São Paulo will be on the 24th of June and will be public.
She also said that the apparitions of the 25th and 26th of May in Portugal will be publicly
transmitted through the internet.

She also said that She will come back here until the end of the year unless the Father requests Her
to go to some other place. Anyway, She invited us to be united with Her through prayer wherever
Her pilgrimage may go.

Mother María Shimani de Montserrat: We see that our task is expanding. She wants to come back
here to continue assisting the city of São Paulo, which will be very important for everyone. Thus, let
us prepare Her house, because this is Her house, to receive Her on the 24th of the upcoming
months.

The only thing we have to take care of is that the Divine Mother may be able to enter into our hearts
to help us in the times that will come. Let Her awaken in us this ardent devotion that She wants to
activate; it will be a great experience.

Let us make an effort for our prayer to have the power that God has given it and that we have not
been able to discover yet. Let us allow this Power of God to work on this planet and that we may be
able to overcome the tests that will come, in union, in a fraternal way. Let us thus allow that our
faith in the Hierarchy may increase more each time and then we will all see how the events unfold.
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Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón: In a certain moment of the apparition She said something else
important:

I ask you that today be a day of prayer.

She asked us to pray, each one in their home, the four Mysteries of the Rosary so that through this
task the Heart of God may be repaired, and She said that this task would continue until the end of
the days.

Thank you all.


